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Abstract. In this paper we propose an approach to the development of the computer network visualization system for security monitoring, which uses a conceptually new model of graphic visualization that is similar to the Voronoi diagrams. The proposed graphical model uses the size, color and opacity of the cell
to display host parameters. The paper describes a technique for new graphical
model construction and gives examples of its application along with traditional
graph based and other models.
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1

Introduction

Computer networks are rapidly growing today. Meanwhile, the more devices are in
the network, the harder it is to ensure its security. This problem is met by operators of
security systems of corporate level (e.g., security information and event management
systems, SIEM systems), when the analyzed computer network is measured not only
by hundreds of employees' workplaces and high order technical equipment, but also
by smart doors, servers, various sensors of climate, security, etc.
To cope with the control of growing networks we need to apply systems for monitoring network security, which give us possibility to visualize the computer network
and parameters of its state in a simple and efficient manner. But, as a rule, in such
systems the network is presented with the application of rather traditional graphical
models, for example, in the form of graphs or tables, that are difficult to understand in
the case of large networks and display of a variety of parameters. In order to cope
with this problem it is necessary to improve the efficiency of visualization means by
complex use of various graphical models such as graphs, matrices, treemaps, parallel
coordinates, etc. in the framework of the multiple view concept [1]. At the same time
it is necessary to increase the efficiency of visualization of particular graphic models.
In the case of visualization of computer networks and their security, different
techniques are developed that allow clustering of segments of the network (e.g., based
on clustering of graph elements) or encapsulation of the state parameters [2]. Yet another solution to the problem is to develop conceptually new graphical models, which

are able to present information in a form that is new for the user and that allows to
increase the efficiency of the user's work.
The novelty of this paper is to use a conceptually new graphic visualization model
similar to the Voronoi diagrams, which allows to increase the effectiveness of visual
analysis for the computer network security, for example, as one of functions of the
SIEM system. It is expected that this model will be used in the developed visualization system in the framework of the supported multiple view concept.
The main contribution of the paper lies in the fact that it offers a new technique of
visualization of network security, as well as reveals the theoretical and practical side
of how this technique can be used in SIEM systems. The organization of the paper is
as follows. Section 2 analyzes existing graphical models that can be used to visualize
parameters of computer network security with description of their advantages and
disadvantages. In section 3 we describe the developed conceptually new graphical
model. Section 4 discusses the developed system for visualization of computer network security and provides examples of application of the proposed graphical model
in the framework of this system. In section 5 and 6 the proposed graphical model is
evaluated, as well as its comparison with other graphical models is performed. Section 7 discusses conclusions and future research directions.

2

Review of computer network visualization techniques

Within the developed computer network visualization system, graphs, matrices, and
treemaps were mainly used to realize the multiple view concept. The listed graphical
model (Fig. 1) have different advantages and disadvantages [3], which can also be
expressed in terms of informativity and ease of perception and use.

Fig. 1. Examples of graphical models (left to right): graphs, treemaps and matrices

Informativity can be represented as the detailization level, which is expressed in
the compliteness of simultaneously displayed data. Ease of perception and use can be
represented in the form of speed and simplicity of user interactions with displayed

data. It is obvious that different graphical models have different ratio of informativity
and ease of perception and use. Thus, often increase of the informativity due to the
resulting congestion of the graphical model negatively affects the ease of perception
and use, and vice versa. Some examples are an informative but difficult to read table,
and an uninformative, but easy to understand semaphore shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Examples of a table and a semaphore

Let us consider from this point of view the graphic models [4-5], which are most
often used to visualize the security of computer networks. Matrices [6] (Fig. 1, right)
are efficient in displaying the relations of elements of a small computer network that
has complex topology and where each host has many connections. Security parameters, determined based on network traffic, can be set using the color and transparency
of cells, located at intersections of rows and columns. However, the size of the cells
depends on the dimension of the matrix, which is set by the number of network hosts.
With the increase in the number of rows and columns of the matrix, the size of a particular cell goes to one pixel, the perception of the color tone and the more transparency of which is difficult. Inefficient use of space of matrices should be noted, when
most of the cells remains blank, which has negative effect on the users' perception of
parameters, especially when large computer networks are visualized. It is also worth
considering that the matrices can visualize the links parameters, but not the parameters of the computer network hosts.
On the other hand, matrices efficiently display clusters of network, and they can
be used to construct attack graphs [7] (Fig. 3, left) and to analyze entire segments of
the network, rather than individual hosts.
Matrices can also be expanded by displaying multidimensional data in 3D space.
For example, the 3D analogue of a matrix is the dispersion chart [8], which is represented as a cube which axes are local IP addresses, global IP addresses and port numbers, and the color of the dot shows successful and unsuccessful attempts to establish
TCP connections (Fig. 3, right). Thus, the presence of long lines or planes, consisting
of the points on the dispersion chart, can inform about network scanning.
For efficient visualization of host parameters (for example, the data of the vulnerability scanners [6] (Fig. 4, left), assessment of criticality of assets, etc.) of a computer
network, one can also use treemaps [9] (Fig. 1, in the center). Treemaps are efficient
to display parameters, as they can handle the color, depth and size. It should be noted
that in the presence of cells of large area, one can also use transparency as an additional parameter. However, treemaps are suitable to visualize purely hierarchical networks and are unable to visualize the interaction parameters. However, along with
matrices, treemaps can be expanded, for example, for constructing attack graphs [10],
when the steps of the intruder are displayed by directed edges (Fig. 4, right).

Fig. 3. Usage of a matrix to visualize attack graphs (left) and as the dispersion chart (right)

Fig. 4. Visualization of security vulnerabilities (left) and attack graph (right) using treemaps

Graphs [11], as the most common way to visualize computer networks, are efficient for topology visualization and can display parameters of hosts using the vertices
of the graph, as well as interaction parameters using edges. However, like matrices,
graphs inefficiently use space, leaving large empty areas. However, graphs are often
used to display the network topology, when host type is used as vertices (Fig. 5).
For visualization of parameters vertices of graphs can be replaced by glyphs [12].
Glyphs can be represented in a pie chart in which the number of equal sized segments
depends on the number of displayed parameters (Fig. 6). The parameters themselves
can be expressed in the form of segments' color and their transparency. The glyphs
can be augmented by the ring with the same number of segments that display the previous parameter value. Due to this, it is possible to produce a historical analysis.
The disadvantage of glyphs is that when they are used the graphical model becomes overloaded, thereby ease of perception deteriorates. It is worth saying that the
graphs have many variations of how they are built and used. For example, graphs can
be used for visual analysis of granting access to resources [13] with the role access
system that supports hierarchies or groups of users, to visualize patterns of network
traffic [14], for visualizing logs of financial transactions [12], for visualization of
computer attacks [15,16], etc.

Fig. 5. A graph displaying host type

Fig. 6. A graph, augmented by glyphs

At the analysis of existing graphic models the features were outlined that allow the
user to efficiently analyze information. First, the user perceives better spatial mapping
(plane and spacial figures), while the color and shape of figures are optional parameters. It is easy to demonstrate: the most important security parameters in treemaps
(Fig. 4) are displayed with size of the planes; graphs (Fig. 5 and Fig. 6) operate with
the sizes of the vertices; and at rendering in the form of a matrix (Fig. 3) the operator
most often searches for and analyzes structures in the form of planes and lengthwise
lines, consisting of individual cells. Second, it can be concluded that to visualize the
links parameters it is better to use matrices, but they are unable to visualize hosts. For
visualization of hosts parameters it is better to use treemaps, but they are unable to
visualize links. In the case when it is necessary to visualize both hosts and links one
needs to use graphs. Thus, the analysis of the advantages and drawbacks of existing
graphical models showed that the simultaneous display of parameters of hosts and
links is only possible with the use of graphs. However, if the vertices in the graphs are
displayed in the form of planes, the operator will be able to analyze the information
faster. Thus, analysis of relevant works showed that the creation of graphical models
that will allow to effectively display both parameters (as in the treemaps) and the topology (as in graphs) is a perspective approach.

3

The proposed graphical model

For monitoring of computer network security a graphical model is proposed [17],
which visually resembles Voronoi diagram [18], however, it is not the same from
a mathematical point of view (Fig. 7). The main idea is to integrate capabilities of
graphs to visualize the topology of the computer network and treemaps to visualize
parameters. The solution appeared from the representation of network hosts in the
form of cells, and links between hosts in the form of links between these cells. At the
same time in the graphical model there are separators (dark grey in Fig. 7) which divide the cells that are next to each other, but have no links. For ease of understanding,
we can present an analogy in the form of a maze: cells-polygons that represent hosts
can be interpreted as the maze rooms; the links of the cells that represent the relationship between hosts can be interpreted as doors between the maze rooms; the separators that represent the lack of links can be interpreted as the maze walls.

Fig. 7. The proposed graphical model

The algorithm for constructing the proposed graphical model is more complex
than the algorithms for constructing graphs, matrices or treemaps, and consists of four
steps: (1) building of the convex hull of a given planar graph; (2) implementation of
the restricted Delaunay triangulation [18]; (3) formation of cells, based on triangulation; (4) selection of separators.
Let us consider the algorithm for constructing the proposed graphical model in
more detail, on the example of the implemented software tool that provides a visual
interface to display the security parameters of computer networks.
The proposed graphical model is implemented on the basis of the graph adjacency
matrix. The first step builds a planar graph, which is supplemented by the convex
hull. The convex hull is required for obtaining the convex figure, which is used to
perform the next step. Graph which will be used in this example, and the result of the
first step are shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 respectively.

Fig. 8. Planar graph

Fig. 9. The construction of the convex hull

In the next step for the resulting figure we should produce a restricted Delaunay
triangulation [18]. It is worth noting the importance of implementing exactly limited
triangulation, as it allows to triangulate the figures taking into account already existing relations and to avoid crossing of edges. The result of this step is shown in
Fig. 10. The next step is to form the cells that will serve as the basis of the graphical
model. For this we need to associate a subset of the triangles, obtained as the result of
triangulation, with the corresponding vertex of the graph.

Fig. 10. The graph and his triangulation

For each vertex of the host (in Fig. 11 it is selected as a light grey circle) we find
a subset of triangles (in Fig. 11 they are highlighted in gray) that includes this vertex.
Next for triangles of this subset the weight centers are determined (in Fig. 12 they are
shown as light gray points), union of which gives the desired polygon (in Fig. 12 it is
highlighted in light gray edges).

Fig. 11. The determination of triangles
required to build a cell

Fig. 12. The construction of the cell

The resulting polygon corresponds to the host, based on which we defined the
subset of triangles of the triangulation. The result of the step is shown in Fig. 13,
where the edges of the figure resulting from the triangulation are black, and the edges
of the desired cells are red (in Fig. 13 it is light grey).

Fig. 13. The result of building the cells of the graphical model

The next step is to outline the separators. Since each cell corresponds to a specific
host, the edges of the cells-hosts, with which there is a link, can be designated a certain color, for example gray. All other edges will be separators and will have an appropriate color (e.g. red in Fig. 14). To obtain a figure of a certain shape (e.g. rectangle as in Fig. 14) we can also add points to the cells of the convex hull, or move these
points to the required positions. In Fig. 14 the resulting shape is depicted with addition of new points, and Fig. 15 shows a figure with relocation of the common points
of the polygons-hosts of the convex hull.

Fig. 14. Adding new points to the polygons

Fig. 15. Relocation of points of the polygons

Therefore, the graphical model allows to display hosts in the form of planes, and
the links between the hosts - in the form of contact planes. The formal description of
the algorithm to build the presented graphical model can be represented as the following pseudo code:
// step 1 – making the convex hull of planar graph
graph = getPlanarGraph(adjacencyMatrix)
graph = addConvexHullToGraph(graph)
//step 2 – making the constrained Delaunay triangulation
listOfTriangles = makeСonstrainedDelaunayTriangulation(graph)
listOfPolygons
//step 3 – making cells based on triangulation
for each dot from graph {
listOfTrianglesThatContainsDot = getTriangles(dot,
listOfTriangles);
polygon
for each triangle from listOfTrianglesThatContainsDot{
triangleCenter = getCenterOfTriangle(triangle)
addPontToPolygon(polygon, triangleCenter)
}}
//step 4 – making separators
for each polygon from listOfPolygons{
for each line from polygon{
connectedPolygon = getConnectedPolygon(line, polygon)
connectionIsExist = isConnectionExist(polygon,
connectedPolygon, graph)
if connectionIsExist == true{
color = grey
}else{
color = red }
setLineColor(line, color)
}}
// the end of algorithm is drawing of cells
draw(listOfPolygons)

It should be noted that from the mathematical point of view [18], the proposed
model is not a Voronoi diagram, despite the visual similarity, since the Voronoi diagram has the different mathematical meaning, and existing algorithms for its construction do not allow to visualize the computer network topology when constructing
the chart based on vertices of the graph.

4

Examples of application of the proposed graphical model

The proposed graphical model can be used to visualize the security parameters of
a computer network or to analyze the behavior of the attacker. It may be required
when informing the operator of SIEM system about the threats of a security breach or
by visual analysis of computer network security. Let us consider examples of application of the proposed graphical model in the framework of implementation of the visualization system in more details.

4.1

Description of the visualisation system

To analyze the security of a computer network the visualization system is developed,
which supports the display of the computer network using both the classical methods
of visualization, such as graphs, graphs augmented with glyphs, treemaps and matrices and the graphical model, proposed in this paper. The example of dashboard of the
developed visualization system is depicted in Fig. 16.

Fig. 16. The dashboard of the developed visualization system

The system includes the ability to manage data sources, aggregation and correlation of data collected from sources and tools for visual analytics of computer network
security. Tabs to navigate to the relevant controls are at the top of the dashboard in
Fig. 16.

In the left part of the dashboard in Fig. 16 there is enumeration of representations
of computer networks formed on the basis of data from different sources.
The central part of the dashboard is the implementation of the multiple view concept, when the data is displayed in different views: as graph; as the graph augmented
with glyphs; charts and diagrams; treemaps; matrices and as graphical model, formed
as the analogue of Voronoi diagrams, presented in this paper.
In various usage scenarios, the user selects the graphical model, which is capable
to visualize data the user needs at the moment most efficiently. In the following subsections the examples of scenarios of using the developed graphical model in comparison with the graphs will be presented.

4.2

Description of the source data

Data of a computer network (Fig. 17), which consists of 9 segments, will be used as
source data for visualization.

Fig. 17. Segments of a computer network

The segment, which consists of external users who have remote connection to the
computer network via the Internet, is represented in block 1. Block 2 displays the web
server for remote connectivity, as well as hosts needed to operate the web server.
Block 3 represents the security system located between the web server and the demilitarized zone (DMZ). The demilitarized zone is shown by block 4 and includes segments of the internal network of the company. Block 5 and block 9 are the computers
of the internal network users. Block 6 displays the devices connected to the network
through Wi-Fi connection. Block 7 is the server of storing and processing data. Block
8 corresponds to the virtualization server, together with the virtual machines placed
on it.

4.3

Example 1. Visualization of the state of computer network security

To visualize the security of a computer network for each host the indicators of protection from attacks and possible damage in case of compromise of this host are calculated. In the proposed graphical model the security level against attacks can be represented in the form of a polygon color - hosts that have passed the threshold are in red
color (in Fig. 18 – dark grey), and possible damage is shown as the size of the polygon (area of polygon). We shall also consider the example of visualization based on

the graph, where the security is represented by vertex color, and the possible damage as the radius of the vertex. Let us consider two variants.
In the first case (Fig. 18) the vulnerable hosts are red (dark grey in Fig. 18) are
strongly scattered. Almost every network segment has vulnerable hosts. Despite the
fact that damage at their compromise a small, scatteredness gives greater variability of
actions for the attacker due to the presence of many potential hosts from which attack
may occur.
Fig. 19 shows the corresponding visualization based on the graph, where the value
of the possible damage in case of compromise is outlined by radius of vertex, and the
presence of vulnerability is marked in red color (in Fig. 19 light gray, as they are almost invisible, they are indicated by arrows). It is obvious that the proposed graphical
model allows us to more quickly identify vulnerable hosts and produce visual analysis
of the damage done when they are compromised.
In another case (Fig. 20), it is clear that virtualization platform is under vulnerability, and therefore all machines, located on it, as well as some computers of internal
users are also under vulnerability. Corresponding visualization based on the graph is
shown in Fig. 21. As in the previous case, visual analysis of potential damage and
identifying the vulnerable segment are more efficient when using the proposed model.

Fig. 18. Scattered unprotected hosts are presented on the basis of the proposed model

Fig. 20. Two segments of the network with
unprotected hosts, presented
on the basis of the proposed model

Fig. 19. Scattered unprotected hosts are presented on the basis of the graph

Fig. 21. Two segments of the network
with unprotected hosts, presented
on the basis of the graph

4.4

Example 2. Visualization of the attack route

Visualization of the route of the attack (Fig. 22) may be noted as another example of
using the proposed graphical model.

Fig. 22. Visualization of the attack route

The host from which an attacker carries out an attack is one of the computers of
internal users. This host can be denoted in blue (dark gray in Fig. 22). All hosts, to
which the actions of the attacker were recorded, can be also displayed in blue, however with different degree of transparency, which will depend on the intensity of the
actions of the attacker. Thus it is possible to analyze which segment of the network is
affected by the attack and if the attacker compromised the most important hosts or
not. One can also estimate how close the attacker came to certain hosts for subsequent
selection of protection strategies. In Fig. 22 it is seen that in such a scenario only
some elements of the network will be affected (virtualization platform and servers for
storing and processing data), however the potential damage from compromise is unreasonably great.

5

Evaluation of the proposed graphical model

In order to evaluate the proposed graphical model two groups of indicators were identified – performance indicators and functionality indicators.
Functionality indicators define the set of scenarios that the proposed graphical
model is able to visualize, such as network connectivity, network size, abilities to
display topology, possibility to display the parameters of hosts and links between
hosts. Performance indicators define the efficiency of user's perception of information
and ease of working with data, for example: the efficiency of indicators perception,
efficiency of finding a way to attack, efficiency of analysis of network segments.
The evaluation of the proposed graphical model was carried out in comparison
with the visualization of a computer network as a graph.
The evaluation was performed using a survey of experts. All experts note that in
a scenario, when the computer network is a non-planar graph, application of the proposed graphical model is impossible, which is the main drawback of the proposed
graphical model. In some scenarios, when non-planar graphs are rarely used or not
used at all, the proposed graphical model is by an order more efficient. It is also noted

that the proposed graphical model is not efficient in visualization of small computer
networks, and to visualize them it is more efficient to use matrices and graphs.
Thus, the graphical model is most appropriate to be used when rendering a medium to large scale computer networks. High computational complexity of the algorithm is also a disadvantage, however this can be shortened by using a client-server
architecture, when only coordinates of the cells will be transferred to the thin client.
As a whole experts agree in opinion that the proposed graphical model has more
options for visualizing metrics and network segments in comparison with the classical
methods of visualization that are based on graphs, matrices and treemaps.
Thus, the proposed graphical model is an alternative to visualization of computer
networks in the form of graphs, treemaps and matrices. The use of human spatial perception (the location of the cell-computers relative to each other) and the absence of
necessity of edges provides a number of advantages at the cognitive level of perception of visualization. On the other hand, a disadvantage of the presented graphical
model is that it can help to visualize exclusively planar graphs, which reduces the
usage scope. However, in some scenarios, when graphs are not planar, are rarely used
or not used at all, the proposed graphical model is by order more efficient. It is also
worth noting that the use of the proposed graphical model is applicable for visualization of any object that can be represented as a planar graph.
It is supposed that the proposed graphical model can improve the efficiency of
visual analytics using the graphical models to visualize the computer networks within
the multiple view concept in SIEM systems.

6

Discussion

Based on the evaluation of the proposed graphical model a comparative table (tab. 1)
was built with three other graphical models - graphs, treemaps and matrices. It should
be noted that graphical models are considered in the minimum version, i.e. without
additions and excluding the presentation of information in the form of text and signatures. The table shows the display capabilities and the number of simultaneously displayed parameters of security of network hosts, network connections, possibility of
extension of graphical models for visualization in 3D space, possibility of visualization of topological parameters and possibility of display of networks of different topological types. The cells contain evaluations of the efficiency of parameters display
perception in one way or another. Four estimations are outlined: (1) does not support graphical model does not support this method of visualization; (2) supports - graphical model supports this method of visualization, but with restrictions; (3) good graphical model supports this method of visualization; (4) fine - graphical model supports this method of visualization, the efficiency of the perception is high and the user
easily analyzes the information.
Graphs are not restricted in display of size and color of vertices, size and color of
connections, clustering, and can also display any topological types. Graphs have
a limit on the transparency of the elements, as with the transparency of less than 30%
the item will be hard to read. Graphs also can display hosts and connections by a limited set of geometric shapes to be visualized in 3D, provided that clustering of the
vertices is done. The only thing that graphs do not support is display of nesting.

Table 1. Comparison of the possibilities of graphs, treemaps, matrices, and the proposed model
Graphs

Treemaps

Matrices

The proposed
model
fine

does not support

does not
support
does not
support
does not
support
does not
support

good

does not support

good

good

transparency

supports

does not support

supports

good

shape

supports

does not support

supports

supports

Possibilities of extension for display
in 3D

supports

does not support

supports

supports

hosts clasterization

good

good

fine

good

incapsulation of hosts
(nestness)

does not
support

fine

does not
support

fine

hierarchical

good

fine

good

fine

planar

good

does not support

good

fine

non-planar

good

does not support

fine

does not support

Hosts parameters
display

Display of
parameters
of links

Display of
topology
parameters
Display of
different
topological
types

size

good

fine

color

good

fine

transparency

supports

good

size

good

color

fine
good
good

Treemaps do well with display of hosts using the size and color of planes. It is the
use of planes that allows the user to efficiently analyze information. With it, treemaps
have no restrictions in the display of hosts with transparency, because even at minimal transparency the outlines of the plane are kept, and the user cannot miss it, as it
would be in the case of graphs. However, treemaps cannot display the parameters of
the links and cannot be displayed in 3D. But at the same time they do not have restrictions on clustering of hosts and perfectly display nesting, as it is the basis of the
very concept of the treemaps. However, because of the nesting treemaps allow to display exclusively hierarchical networks.
Matrices cannot display hosts, but allow to visualize them when using the cells'
colors and their transparency. Matrices cannot operate with cells' sizes. Transparency
of the matrix cells have the same restriction as graphs (at least 30% transparency), but
they have no restrictions in colors. Cells themselves can also be represented as a limited set of geometric shapes and can be displayed in 3D. Matrices cannot visualize
nesting of the hosts, however, with the help of links they can efficiently display the
network's clusters that will be represented in the form of planes (Fig. 1, right part).
Matrices can display without limitations any topological types, however they are most
efficient in finding clusters in complex non-planar networks.
The proposed graphical model uses the size, color and opacity of the cell for displaying of parameters of the host, as in the trees of maps, so their estimations coincide. To display the links' parameters it uses size, color and transparency of edges of
cells. Edges are visualized as lines like in graphs, therefore their estimations are also
identical, except for the transparency – in the proposed model, even at zero transparency the contour of lines is preserved. The proposed graphical model can be repre-

sented in the form of a 3D polyhedron, where the edges will correspond to the cells.
The graphical model also has the capability of clustering, as shown in Fig. 18, and
through the use of planes, inside which one can place similar planes, it supports nesting. The proposed graphical model also supports the display of hierarchical and planar
networks, but does not support non-planar network.
Thus, we can see that the proposed model in some cases (in the hierarchical and
planar network topologies) can provide an alternative to graphs, treemaps or matrices,
or be used as a supplement to graphical models within the multiple view concept,
based on which the dashboard of security systems are built.
The development of the presented graphical model is been continued. At the moment the development of the algorithm of the polymorphism of cells is performed, in
order to be able to change the size and shape of the cells without violating the topology. The development of the algorithm of display of proposed graphical model in 3D is
carried out, this can be achieved by imposing points of the graphical model on the
sphere, and then to draw cross-sections of the sphere at the points that correspond to
the cells.
Another direction for future research is to analyze the possibility and efficiency of
using the proposed graphical model for visualization of processes associated with
information security, but which are not associated with computer networks. Any process that is currently visualized using planar graphs (some examples are displayed in
section 2), can be visualized with the proposed graphical model. Thus, despite the fact
that in the implemented system the proposed model is used to find vulnerabilities, risk
assessment and other parameters of a computer network, the scope and possibility of
application to ensure information security are much wider.

7

Conclusion

In this paper the analysis of existing visualization methods was performed and the
new graphical model based on the analogue of Voronoi diagrams was presented. We
demonstrated that the proposed graphical model of visualization of computer networks allows in some cases to display data more efficiently, compared to already existing graphical models. The developed visualization system was presented used to
analyze the security of computer networks, and examples of visual analysis of the
computer network state were provided. The estimation of the proposed model for visualizing the security parameters of computer network was done, and the comparison
of its efficiency with graphs, matrices and treemaps was performed. Directions of
future research based on the use of the proposed graphical model were presented, in
particular the development of algorithms for polymorphism and nesting of cells, display in 3D and using the proposed model for visual analytics of processes and objects,
which were previously represented as graphs.
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